Variation in susceptibility of ‘Grand Naine’ (AAA) to Colletotrichum
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INTRODUCTION

Crown rots at commercial level

Crown rot, caused by a parasitic complex, is one of the main post-harvest diseases
affecting bananas. Colletotrichum musae is often regarded as one of the most
prevalent fungi contributing to the crown rot complex. Geographical and seasonal
variations in symptom expression have been observed for disease caused by C.
musae. It has been suggested that this phenomenon results partially from variations
at the level of fruit quality potential. Quality potential1 is controlled by a physiological
component, but also by a parasitic component, which appears as the level of
banana contamination. The physiological component of the fruit quality potential
determines fruit susceptibility, i.e. the response of the fruit to inoculum pressure.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the within-bunch variability of fruit
susceptibility to C. musae for better knowledge of the mechanisms influencing fruit
susceptibility to crown rot. Bunches were harvested at the Diadia station (PHP,
Njombé, Cameroon) and the susceptibility of each hand to C.musae was evaluated.
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RESULTS
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Statistical test showed highly significant (p<0.001) within-bunch variability in fruit susceptibility to C.
musae. The fruits of hands 1 to 3 showed statistically the same susceptibility and appeared as the most
susceptible, with an internal necrotic surface (INS) average of 138.3 mm2. The second statistical group
comprised the fruits of hands 4 to 8 and had an INS average of 87 mm2.
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Furthermore, the hand classification is an equidistant ordinal variable, which can be
comparable with a quantitative one in calculations. Thus a strict linear correlation (R=0,95) between
the INS and the hand position in the bunch are observed.
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CONCLUSION
The results have provided evidences for wide variations in the fruit susceptibility to crown rot which are related to the fruit position in the
bunch. It is clear that not only the pedoclimatic and technical factors influenced the susceptibility of banana but others parameters which influence
the physiological component of the individual fruit quality potential are involve. Fruit filling is the result of the photosynthetic conversion of light into
assimilates, depending on the photosynthetic capacity of a banana plant, and the partitioning of these assimilates among the hands of the bunch.
This partitioning leads to competition for assimilate. The data indicate that qualitative and quantitative differences in the assimilate supply through
the fruit filling period seem to be linked to variations in the fruit susceptibility to crown rot. These results suggest that the fruit content in specific
defence compounds implicated in the host/pathogen relationship could be a key factor in determining the level of fruit susceptibility.
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